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HeliSpeed signs agreement with Six West, Ireland 

 

Blackpool, United Kingdom – HeliSpeed, the UK-based pilot services company, concluded a 

successful Helitech 2017 with an exciting new agreement with Six West, Ireland. 

 

Through this agreement, HeliSpeed will provide Six West with helicopter pilot solutions to 

support their global customer base’s needs, from repositioning of aircraft and ferry flights, to 

acceptance tests. 

  

Geoff Packer, CEO of HeliSpeed, said about the agreement: “This latest long-term agreement 

with Six West is the result of our continued efforts to bring innovative pilot solutions to the 

helicopter industry, with focus on flexibility, professionalism and cost-efficiency. We look forward 

to supporting Six West Aviation and to assist them in achieving their growth objectives.” 

 

Matthew Gee, Director of Operations at Six West commented on the occasion: “The corner 

stone of our success and growth to date is our relentless focus on client satisfaction at every 

level in our organisation. The signing of this agreement with Helispeed will enable Six West to 

support the ferry flight movements of Helicopter leasing and private aviation industry through 

the use of Helispeed’s expertise and focus on Quality and Safety. I look forward to Six West 

working with the entire Helispeed team.” 

 

Six West specialises in offering high quality aviation solutions to the aircraft leasing Industry and 

the private aviation Industry by providing turnkey support as required to include ferry, 

demonstration, lease transition assistance, crewing provision, IS-BAO safety auditing, flight 

operations support, human resource services and consultation to its’ select client base.  

Six West is a premium provider of corporate and private aircrew globally and provides flight 

operations support to its’ clients in the private aviation Industry: flight planning, fuel provision, 



 

    

dispatch, staff travel logistics, supporting pre-buy inspections, aircraft delivery, entry into service 

and management support. 

  

HeliSpeed is quickly becoming one of the most reliable and cost-effective pilot staffing sources 

for the industry, drawing from a pool of nearly 300 experienced and qualified pilots globally, in 

support of short-term ad hoc work as well as longer-term assignments, on a multitude of mission 

profiles and regulatory environments. 
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